
Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Please include affordable housing into the design and 

implementation. x

affordable 

housing

Please set aside a percentage of the property for affordable 

housing. x

affordable 

housing

Please include affordable housing into the design and 

implementation. x

affordable 

housing

Please set aside a percentage of the property for affordable 

housing. x

affordable 

housing

Carlin Springs

Not appropriate place for bus parking x x bus parking
Don't believe that we need garages for Bus parking with field 

atop... at least not in short-term, maybe needed in the future.  

Seems costly though! Could APS and ART share any garages for 

bus parking? Would fuel pumps exist at any location that APS and 

ART have for their buses?



Can fields be added to the Carlin Springs Site vs. so much passive 

recreation space? x x bus parking



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Having a school bus parking lot at this location is an terrible 

option!  Carlin Springs Road is no place for something like this!  

Traffic is already very heavy on Carlin Springs Road, and this will 

make it much worse. Imagine all those school buses turning out 

from or going into there in the mornings and afternoon. It will 

make everyone's commute much worse during rush hour.  What's 

wrong with keeping the school buses where they are now?  I go 

there to pick up mulch, so I'm familiar with the location.  That 

seems like a perfect location since it's not a busy street, and the 

buses are well hidden from the street.  The school bus parking lot 

should remain there!  If more space is needed, I'm sure there are 

ways to create more space in that location than finding a new 

location that is totally inappropriate for this purpose.



In addition, I have always felt that walking on Carlin Springs Road 

between the Urgent Care Center and Kenmore Middle School is 

not very safe - The sidewalk in some places is very narrow, and 

having more traffic will make it less safe, especially when kids 

walk to school.  On two different occasions, a car lost control and 

when up on my neighbor's lawn (whose house is on Carlin 

Springs).  Luckily, nobody was walking nearby when this 

happened. x x bus parking



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag
With respect to the plan for an ART bus depot, consider first why 

the County needs to expand the ART bus program.  Our taxes 

already go to WMATA and instead of expanding the fleet it  is 

hard-pressed to house, Arlington County should rely on the area-

wide partnership.  



Regarding a bus depot at the Carlin Springs site, I anticipate very 

significant traffic and public safety problems from bus traffic at 

that location.  School time traffic on S. Carlin Springs road is 

already murderous.  Adding additional bus traffic during, before 

and after the morning and afternoon school rush hours would be 

intolerable.  In addition, safety issues on S. Carlin Springs road are 

challenging.  There are blind curves, steep grades and limited sight 

lines in multiple locations between Route 50 and Columbia Pike.  

In addition, sidewalks are immediately adjacent to the street, 

narrow, and blocked by utility poles,  This is a HUGE problem that 

the Glencarlyn and Forest Glen neighborhoods have already raised 

with the County. 



A huge bus depot, whether open to the air or under a roof, is a 

major source of pollution--noise, air emissions and other 

contaminants (fuel and other fluids).  It does not belong anywhere 

near one of the last natural springs in Arlington County, Long 

Branch--a natural, but shallow feeder to Four Mile Run, or a 

resource protection area (a steep, wooded stream valley).  In 

addition, noise and other pollution from a bus depot will have 

serious, adverse effects on Glencarlyn Park and nearby Long 

Branch Nature Center, important natural, educational and 

recreational resources.  Light pollution is also a concern, because x x bus parking

where do the school buses go? Is it expensive to build a field over a 

parking lot? Do we need that? x bus parking

VHC: Concerns of traffic impact of ART bus parking on this site. 

Why would Arlington use so much valuable land for bus parking? x x bus parking

No bus parking at Buck property. x x bus parking
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1) Buck Scenario E offers a minimal amount of additional green-

looking space on one side near an existing park.

2) Carlin Springs Scenario E – Purportedly, an activity field would 

be placed atop the bus parking lot at some undefined future time. 

However, there is no clear indication as to how this would work in 

practice: No parking for the public if it is being used for bus 

parking. How would the bus parking be kept secure, particularly 

after hours, if the lot were open to the public? x x x co-location

Buck site has some key uses all in one location. x x co-location

good use of layering fields on top of parking. Could also be turned 

into school for growing population. x co-location

I like the idea/plan to put fields atop parking. x co-location

If you are going to make this a bus depot, this is the only option 

that makes sense - place the buses underground in a garage and 

place much needed fields above.  But still doesn't address the 

traffic issues on Carlin Springs and what happens when we add 

buses to the mix? x co-location

Like including all of OEM, Police &amp; Fire on same property! x co-location

Like the eventual plan for fields on top of bus facility x co-location

Putting a field atop the bus parking is a great idea!!  This should 

also be considered elsewhere. x co-location

Strongly dislike the Buck property scenario.  Love the idea of 

locating fields on top of parking at Carlin Springs.  Why can't you 

do that for the Buck Property and the Washington Lee High 

School? x x co-location

The idea of fields atop the ART bus parking area is a nice idea for 

the long term.  It should be incorporated into scenario C. x co-location
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This is hard to compare with the others because it seems to be 

longer-range, with more construction of new buildings and 

proposed fields on top of bus parking.  In many ways it's the 

second phase of Scenario C, except for the open space or swing 

space choice on the north side of the CS site. x co-location

This is the least terrible option, but fails in that it only projects 

covered parking in the long term. Covered bus parking must be the 

plan for these facilities from go, and anything else is materially 

unacceptable. Multi-level co-location is absolutely essential for 

these sites, and not having it in the plans in unacceptable. I can 

only see myself supporting a plan that envisions multi-level co-

location of facilities, and rejects--as a fundamental starting premise-

-open-air parking of operational equipment. Such parking must be 

structured, and the plans for these facilities must, at the outset, plan 

on usable space on top of structured, co-locational facilities. x co-location

This option provides with an adequate location for the OEM and 

sports fields for APS. x co-location

This scenario requires new construction which would be expensive 

and unnecessary. x costs

The demolition and new construction on the Buck property seems 

expensive and uncalled for (since they aren't needed for scenario 

C) and they preclude better use of the land later. x costs

Do not use these valuation properties for storage x costs
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This has to be the worst possible scenario and I cannot imagine 

how no one had any consideration for the park and natural resource 

land that surrounds this space.  The buses make noise, I know, I 

used to live in Fairlington.  I know the ART buses start at 4 am.  

The decibel level of a bus facility will completely obliterate any 

therapeutic benefit that this parkland would provide.  It is not some 

waste land back water covered with ivy, this park is teeming with 

wildlife and biodiversity.  As well, this park is used by the 

intensely densely populated area of Arlington Mill and Western 

Columbia Pike.  There is old growth forest and trails around the 

tops of all the ridges. I cannot imagine how this new group called 

JFAC has made the decisions that have come to this use of this 

land.  Have you not asked what the environmental impact of each 

use would be?  Have you not asked what the population density is 

of the surrounding areas?  I don't know if you know this but 

Arlington Mill and the nearby areas are home to about forty 

percent of the Affordable Housing of the entire county and many 

many of these folks do not have transportation to take them to 

parks and mountains far and wide.  This may be there only natural 

area they ever see. x environment
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My household is very concerned with the impact of the possible 

scenarios for use of the Urgent Care Center property on South 

Carlin Springs Road.  Carlin Springs cannot support the traffic that 

would result from using these spaces for vehicle storage, nor can 

we endanger our children who walk to school along the route every 

day.  The nearby park and Arlington's environmental health would 

be adversely impacted by the resulting noise pollution, light 

pollution, and air pollution, as well as soil and water 

contamination.



South Arlington is ALWAYS the dumping ground for facilities 

that North Arlington does not want to host and suffers 

environmental injustice in that the lower economic standing of the 

average household results in a disproportionate exposure of 

pollutants and denial of programs that would improve the 

community (such as improved transportation along Columbia 

Pike).  North Arlington should pull its weight and the Carlin 

Springs parcel should be made parkland or put to use in a way that 

will not result in greater environmental degradation of the area. x x equity

Please stop dumping on South Arlington. It is bad enough that the 

people of North Arlington have metro, better schools and less 

traffic. South Arlington will never even come close to catching up 

with North if you keep doing things like taking away easy access to 

health care and replacing it with noisy, polluting, and traffic 

causing bus lots. I challenge any of you to try and navigate Carlin 

Springs between Columbia Pike and Route 50 any school day 

between 7:30 and 8:30. It is A NIGHTMARE! Putting any kind of 

bus lot will just make it worse. Please don't do that to those of us 

who rely on Carlin Springs to get to work. Any kind of bus lot is 

truly the worst thing you can do to us. x x equity
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Completely unsure about the fields ontop of bus storage and how 

that would work. x fields

Re: the Buck property, this is a valuable, strategically located site.  

Putting buses and other vehicles there is in no way the best use for 

this site.

APS has asked that this site be used for field/recreational space and 

I agree with this request.  The County then could have 

schools/recreational space from Arlington Science Focus School, 

to Hayes Park, through the Buck property, and on through W-L.  

Building a new school, or adding capacity, at the Education Center 

is needed.  This requires additional field/recreational space, which 

can be used both by schools and the County.  While County 

vehicles need to be stored, this can be done if needed using leased 

space, including outside the County if needed. x x fields

Strongly dislike locating a police impound lot across the street 

from where our Washington Lee students have to walk.  Bad idea!  





Locating anything on land identified for fields for an APS school 

expansion is wrong.  The Buck property should be preserved for 

fields and open space for the students you are jamming into the Ed 

Center building and Washington Lee .   In addition, a police 

impound lot bring heavy traffic to a quiet little neighborhood that 

is about to be crowded with extra school busses and walkers.  If 

someone is hit by a car, only then will you wish you had not 

located so many new uses into one immediate area at one time.  I 

would locate the police impound lot adjacent to 395 where the old 

Arlington Parks and Recreation building is along Four Mile Drive 

and relocate them to one of the many office buildings on the Buck 

property. x x fields
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The field on top of Carlin Springs seems expensive and the parking 

depicted on Buck for the recreational space is not an option given 

local covenants and an inability for cars to access it by the main 

entrance for the Buck site off of Quincy. x x fields

Carlin Springs Road is already overcrowded with vehicles. It's the 

main reasons the KMS site was objected to for the 1300 seat 

school. It makes NO sense to put a parking lot on this property 

which will only add to the congestion, noise, and air pollution 

already in full effect on that road. Put a park in here or a pool or 

fields for sports or a save it to move KMS later when you are going 

to build up the KMS site to put in a HS. The LAST THING you 

should do is put more vehicles on this road. HAVE SOME 

SENSE!! x x fields

Why are sports fields not included in any of the short-term 

scenarios?  It is a short-term need in 2019 just like police vehicles 

and the emergency operations center.  Why is "passive" recreation 

space being considered but not "active" recreation space for sports 

which support Arlington's goal for a healthy community?   Why 

would a field on top of the garage be a long-term goal (15-30 years 

from now), when we need fields today! x fields

I like more fields x fields

Not doing well on urgency for CS or flexibility for Buck x x x flexibility 

Given the likelihood of an increased number of students at the high 

school campus near the Buck site, it seems unwise to build new 

facilities there at this time. Doing so will limit its availability to be 

used by the schools in the future, which could have negative 

implications in a number of ways. x x flexibility 
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The Buck uses proposed seem reasonable and there do not seem to 

be too many of them which is a nice change from the other 

scenarios as overall the Buck scenarios seem to be crammed with 

uses while Carlin Springs seems to have minimal urgent uses 

proposed. Both scenarios also provide for flexibility long term and 

potentially are minimal in cost but since no info on cost to get the 

County to these uses or long term maintenance costs are provided 

its hard to say. x x flexibility 

This scenario keeps the land for the country rather than a private 

developer.  Both sites gain increasingly scarce parkland. x

land 

acquisition

Fields &amp; Passive Space

No Arcland Carve out

No bus parking in a residential neighborhood.



Best Option x land swap
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1) Buck Scenario E provides no ART bus parking in a central, 

convenient location -- one that might enable the county to suspend 

paying rent for parking the buses elsewhere.

2) This scenario makes poor re-use of existing 

buildings/infrastructure and is thus wasteful in terms of 

demolishing usable existing space.

3) Building more new buildings is costly from a capital spending 

standpoint.

4) Buck Scenario E provides for fewer government/public uses 

than Scenario A.



1) Carlin Springs Scenario E is just one GIANT PARKING LOT 

next to an environmentally sensitive area and a vulnerable 

watershed, which will degrade the nearby parkland and run with 

the GIGANTIC increase in heat-trapping and stormwater-runoff 

producing impervious surfaces.

2) It greatly reduces the green space closest to the park and run and 

is inconsistent with the restrictions/covenant to keep this space 

natural and undeveloped.

3) It provides for fewer government uses than Scenario A.

3) Does not reuse the existing building. x x x land use

See above for opposition to police impound lot and fire/police 

emergency vehicle storage. x land use
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This is the least terrible option, but fails in that it only projects 

covered parking in the long term. Covered bus parking must be the 

plan for these facilities from go, and anything else is materially 

unacceptable. Multi-level co-location is absolutely essential for 

these sites, and not having it in the plans in unacceptable. I can 

only see myself supporting a plan that envisions multi-level co-

location of facilities, and rejects--as a fundamental starting premise-

-open-air parking of operational equipment. Such parking must be 

structured, and the plans for these facilities must, at the outset, plan 

on usable space on top of structured, co-locational facilities. x multi-level 

Increased traffic on Carlin Spring and noise in nearby homes. This 

might be less noise due to trees, but only if the trees are attended 

to. Too often it's just a drawing and planting, then the trees are 

ignored. x x

neighborhoo

d buffer

You have not listened to anything the neighyhas said to you on 

Buck property. x x

neighborhoo

d impact

Lights, noise, general annoyances to any quality of residential life. 





Who cares, right? x

neighborhoo

d impact

The impound lot probably shouldn't be proximate to 2,000 

Arlington children. x

neighborhoo

d impact

Regarding Buck, an impound lot is not friendly to such a walkable 

area. This is also a very expensive property for such a use. There 

are many families who live immediately adjacent to the property. 

Would this add noise to the area? How would emergency and other 

vehicles enter and exit onto such a busy street as Quincy? x x

neighborhoo

d impact

This scenario will probably not be welcomed by the neighborhood 

adjacent to the Buck property since it will be heavy in county 

facilities.  Also, this scenario does not provide for APS bus 

parking. x

neighborhoo

d impact
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Bus noise backup warning ane engine early am and night x

neighborhoo

d impact

Buck:  so tow trucks will be dragging cars in 30 feet from W-L! 

Bad idea.  This is residential- no heavy equipment has ever been on 

that lot-- I have lived here since 1992. x x

neighborhoo

d impact

THESE SCENARIOS DO NOT REFLECT THE WISHES OF 

THE GLENCARLYN COMMUNITY, PRESENTED IN OUR 

JOINT NEIGHBORHOOD TASK FORCE SURVEY REPORT. x

neighborhoo

d impacts

ART bus parking is not appropriate in a residential area, and 

especially not where it will have to feed onto Carlin Springs Road 

during the morning and evening  rush hour, when traffic already 

backs up so badly.  There is go guarantee that the parking will ever 

go into an underground garage, so in the meanwhile we have an 

unsightly and polluting bus parking lot immediately adjacent to the 

neighborhood.



Please look at the report of the neighborhood survey which was 

done for uses the adjacent neighborhoods recommend. x x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

Still will be traffic issues with all the buses in and out every day. x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

Traffic safety (lot ingress, lot egress, and 14th Street congestion) 

and sound ordinance for adjoining neighborhood on 14th Street. 

Potential neighborhood safety and security issues associated with 

police impound lot. x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

More traffic and noise x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

Additional traffic makes this option an almost non-starter. South 

Arlington homeowners seem to always be thrown under the bus. I 

can't imagine these scenarios would be proposed in North 

Arlington other than along 66. x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic
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Putting an ART parking lot on this site would create serious noise 

problems for the neighborhood, and would vastly increase traffic 

on Carlyn Spring Road.  There is only one vehicle entrance point to 

this site; putting a school bus parking lot there would cause serious 

backups as buses waited to enter and exit. x x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

Locating the indicated County service areas on S. Carlin Springs 

Road would have a severe negative impact on this already crowded 

N/S corridor.   



The addition of the heavy traffic on S. Carlin Springs Road 

resulting from this scenario would endanger the already overloaded 

street.  This traffic is not only vehicular traffic but also school aged 

children in the morning and afternoon walking to and from the 

three APS schools that surround this particular location.  



Additionally this location feeds into S. Carlin Springs Road at a 

particular hilly and curvy section presenting an even greater hazard 

to the safety of the current heavy traffic flow.



The S. Carlin Springs Road property option presents many 

challenges with no strengths.  



Also this scenario does not represent the wishes of the Glencarlyn 

community. x x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

Carlin Springs traffic its already a nightmare, specially in the 

mornings and evenings. Having an ART bus parking will make it 

worse.  Having buses coming out of there all the time will be 

horrible. x x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic
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Carling Springs Scenario E: Increased Traffic on an already 

heavily congested South Carlin Springs Road.  Long term plan will 

never be implemented.  Fields atop bus parking area will never be 

developed. x x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

Adding significant traffic to an already over congested main artery 

is an unacceptable option. There are strengths to this scenario. x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

I do not support ANY use of the Carlin Springs site that involves 

added vehicles or additional facilities for sports/schools.  The 

traffic on Carlin Springs Road is already dangerously crowded.  

The road cannot be widened.  School children frequently cross 

through that area which is already risky.   The noise would be 

problematic for the Manor Care Nursing Home across Carlin 

Springs Road.  This is a suburban area, not industrial or prepared 

for urbanization.   I will vote against any elected Arlington official 

who supports any of these uses for the Carlin Springs site, just as I 

voted against the proposed Columbia Pike trolley. x x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic/safety

Traffic is already a challenge and this would add buses to a busy 

road that may not be able to handle any more traffic. x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic/safety

Seems to provide the least amount of traffic impact for Carlin 

Springs area. x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic/safety
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The Buck property stretching along I-66 is accustomed to traffic 

noise as well as traffic on N. Quincy.   The Buck property appears 

to be ready made for this planned county expansion.



Scenario A has no strengths for the S. Carlin Springs location.  

This scenario does not reflect the wishes of the surrounding Carlin 

Springs communities.



These five scenarios presented are all basically the same with the 

exception of the placement of the indicated service areas. x x x

neighbrhood 

impact

The only positive elements of this scenario for S. Carlin Springs 

Road are passive recreational space and community garden space, 

although the health of a community garden adjacent to an ART bus 

depot is doubtful. x x open s pace

1) Funding for the new buildings proposed on Buck.

2) How to use all the open space on the north side of CS -- Courts, 

fields, picnic areas, meadows? Future school? x x open space

These are awful.  They suggest you hate trees and the people who 

like to sit under them.  The remaining green space is nearly useless.  

I don't want to sit on the fringes of a parking lot, and I don't want to 

walk my dog that way, either. x open space

We already have a huge open space in the vicinity. Why using this 

site for that use? I don't think that this option works with the reality 

that there are other services that need space. x open space

* More green space x open space

1) Buck Scenario E offers a minimal amount of additional green-

looking space on one side near an existing park.



2) Carlin Springs Scenario E - I can think of no strengths for this 

scenario. x x x open space

Added green space. x open space
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Best scenario all around for both properties. Provides most green 

space on both properties, does not create as much traffic 

congestion to Quincy/Washington Blvd. and Washington Lee High 

School. Has lots of Arlington early response departments housed 

near each other, for ease of collaborating. x x open space

Buck - more green space, uses existing buildings x x open space

Buck

Love the green space by Hayes Park - better for the community 

overall

Carlin Springs

Much more green space - still feel that this is not an appropriate 

location for bus parking x x open space

Buck:  Best option for the current need of the county and the latter 

flexibility while also providing additional green space as a buffer 

to the homes and Hayes Park. x x open space

Carlin Springs option is the best here of all.  Most green space. x x open space

Green space buffer between park and emergency vehicle lots. x open space

Large amount of open space is preserved for Carlin Springs area. x x open space

Like having recreation/open space - WHERE to site this amenity 

would depend upon upcoming high school siting decisions. x open space

Lots of green space at carlin springs; perhaps this space could be 

used to build a choice school in the future? x x open space
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Putting a bus parking lot on this space is most undesirable for the 

neighborhoold because of the noise and traffic issues that would be 

created.  However, such use in the short term would be less 

undesirable than long term.  



Passive/recreation open space next to the Glen Carlyn 

neighborhood is one of the more desirable uses, provided traffic 

issues are considered and addressed. x open space

Regarding Buck, there is more green space. x x open space

This appears to preserve the most open space for Arlington 

residents.  Keep in mind that little mini-parks here and there are 

not useful and become covered in uncollected dog poop x open space

This Carlin Springs scenario is the best: most green space, least 

paved space, least noisy/polluting from vehicles, and parking is 

away from homes. x open space

Buck - pit these emergency services on smaller parcels across the 

county and don't waste these large parcels.

Carlin Springs - how can you consider making this a huge parking 

lot and unplanned space???? We need schools! x x parking

Too much parking and back office buildings that are not directly 

beneficial to citizens.  This is rediculous.  It is appalling to me to 

think that this Commission believes that the highest and best use of 

this land is a surface parking lot.  A surface parking lot is always a 

terrible use of land.  You can always put parking below something 

else to effectively get multiple uses from the same space.    Also, 

we don't need any more fields in county.  Review the POPS study 

to see what the recreational needs are -- open multiple use space. x parking

Bad use of space at Buck with all the parking and fewer services. x x parking
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Buck - The parking location does not have access from Monroe or 

15th Streets and ignores topological issues.

Buck - Seems to preclude any future needs such as schools due to 

the construction of three new buildings.

Carlin Springs - Only solves one need for the county. x x parking

Expanding Hayes Park is attractive, but putting a 100-car impound 

lot across from a high-school seems like poor neighborhood 

programming.  Underground bus parking on the Carlin Springs 

property is inspired. x parking

I support putting the vehicles in the Buck location.  It is bordered 

by I-66 on one side, reducing disturbances to nearby residential 

areas and has a reasonable 

access/egress from N. Quincy Street.  It does not have three 

crowded school  a few blocks away. x x parking

Lots of parking ? x parking

Why build new buildings on Buck if the existing ones will work 

for the same purposes?  That just lengthens the timeline before 

urgent needs can be met, as well as exacerbating the impacts on the 

neighbors.  This scenario also does not address the APS parking 

needs. x x resuse

Poor use of large area for future by constructing new buildings. x resuse

* No school options x schools

But where are the schools? Put a school next to the field. We need 

more SCHOOL SPACE. x schools
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This scenario seems like it has some of the lowest urgency and 

lowest flexibility rates.

I don't understand why the County is not designating some portion 

of these lots to address overcrowding in APS. This is not a 

frivolous concern; many parents buy property in Arlington because 

they desire their kids to go to high quality schools. As APS 

becomes more overcrowded and quality of schools declines, this 

will be a real threat to the real estate values in the county.

The Buck property seems like it would build a lot of new buildings 

(which is probably more costly than repurposing existing 

buildings.) x schools

Do NOT like the lack of APS swing space in this scenario. x schools

This is a terrible use for this prime property. Buck should be used 

for fields for schools. Carlin Springs should be used for a new 

school building. JFAC - why are you ignoring pressing school 

needs? School population is exploding and the limited land left in 

the county is needed for new school buildings and fields. I cannot 

think of what other needs are more pressing than schools. ART and 

school bus parking do not need to go on prime land. Buses can be 

parked in school parking lots after hours or land can even be rented 

our purchased outside of the county. x x schools

Again, it makes no sense to locate industrial operations in a 

residential neighborhood. Arlington's greatest need is space for 

schools, particularly given the growth projections. The proximity 

of the Buck Property to APS/W&amp;L makes complete sense to 

use that space to alleviate the overcrowding in schools, not creating 

a parking lot for busses and impounded vehicles. x x schools

1. None of the scenarios include APS.  Arlington public schools 

are running out of space.  Indeed, ASFA (which is across the street 

from "Buck," is already at 121% capacity. x x schools
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You need to prepare this site to be used as a junior high once the 

planners stop daydreaming and focus on the reality that Arlington 

is knocking down small  and building large family homes with 

school age kids, and that kids live in apartments and condos too.   

Kenmore  will eventually be the fourth comprehensive HS, and we 

will need a new middle school.   So prep this area for middle 

school, it will happen within 5 years. x schools

Any site plan should include land allocated for school use. x schools

This scenario should also be taken off the table because, as with 

Scenario A, the "APS Swing Space" identified is insufficiently 

small.  Our school system is growing at an unprecedented rate.  We 

need to start building a comprehensive high school as soon as 

possible, and if we don't reserve a sizable portion of the Carlin 

Springs site for the location/relocation of a middle school, we're 

going to run out of space to put all these kids. x schools

I'm very sad that none of these solutions include a fourth high 

school option. x schools

Need more space for schools x schools

Where are our kids going to sit for school? In the buses? This is 

shameful and short sighted. Wake up!!! x schools

No new school space x schools
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The Carlin Springs section of this plan seems to make some sense 

in the short-term. Given the need for additional school space in the 

long-term and the challenges of putting high school seats on the 

Kenmore Middle School site as is, this spot might make an ideal 

location for a new middle school (with the  Kenmore building 

expanded and turned into a comprehensive high school). This is the 

only scenario that does not include a new building on that site, 

which is good considering that the conversation about a new 

comprehensive high school is not underway enough to make 

informed decisions about what to put on this site. Would be 

unfortunate to build a new building and then have to tear it 

down/retrofit it to be a school in the near(ish) future. x x schools

x

x

x

I do not like this scenario. x

Don't think new buildings fronting 66 are a good idea. x

We live in Forest Glen and live with the challenges of congestion 

and traffic on Carlin Springs Road every day.  This will add to 

those challenges , our safety and our quality of life.



Our ingress and egress is limited and and our quality of life has 

been diminished greatly already. Cannot the county board 

recognize that your tax base will be diminished and our ability to 

earn the home appreciation of others in Arlington?



I was all for affordable housing in our neighborhood but this is too 

much!!!!



Find somewhere else to put vehicles!!! x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

As a resident of GlenCarlyn, I continue to be concerned about any 

increase in traffic on the already congested north/south artery that 

is Carlin Springs road.  More pragmatically, it doesn't seem 

efficient to house buses (either ART or APS) on the southwestern 

edge of the county.  Additionally, a bus depot will have a noise and 

air quality impact on the nearby parkland and dense population 

area.  Such a facility should be placed in a more commercial area. x

x

x

On Buck Property noise and disruption due to construction of new 

buildings would go on for how long? years? Some of the other 

scenarios don't require new buildings. x

x

amount of open space. x

Buck: None



Sickening. Reviewing these makes me want to get out of Arlington 

as quickly as possible x x

Given the options above, it's the least objectionable plan. x

Makes more sense than bus depot. x

Maybe x

No strengths! x

No strengths! x

No strengths! x

Of all the options with buses parked at the Carlin Springs location, 

this is my favorite. x x

The "king of the pigs" here. This is the best of the worst options. x

There are no strengths to putting fleets worth of vehicles on Carlin 

Springs Road. None. Have you all lost your mind??? x x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

There are no strengths.  Why would you build new buildings if you 

were putting the buildings at Buck? I am not sure how this made it 

to the final five at all. x

This seems like a great idea. x

#2 option to 'C' x

* On the Buck property, the addition of a trail connecting 15th St 

N/Hayes Park with Quincy would be a great improvement to the 

network for biking and walking in this area.

* On the Carlin Springs property, is there an opportunity to use 

open space as an outdoor classroom for APS? Can the paths 

proposed for this property be connected to Long Branch Park? x

* Unclear why there are new buildings instead of reusing existing 

buildings. What justifies the expense?

* Again, path from Hayes Park to Quincy really doesn’t add 

anything over access via 14th St. or bike trail. 

   - Suggest path be eliminated and the entire area used as 

neighborhood buffer if this plan pursued.

* Carlin Springs shares very little of the burden, mostly getting 

open space in an area that has a lot of parks and rec amenities 

already.

   - Again, recommend Carlin Springs take impound lot and 

materials storage. x x x land use

1.  This scenario destroys existing buildings and requires building 

new buildings.

2. The 10-year + Project List indicates that the Police Impound 

Lot, Police Mobile Equipment, Fire Reserve Vehicles, and Office 

of Emergency Management could be located anywhere. x land use



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

1.  This scenario has somewhat larger passive/recreation space 

(though it is not clear why this scenario requires/has a new parking 

lot adjacent to N. Monroe and several residential homes). x

2 new buildings replacing exisitng buildings at Buck?  Why?  If 

you are building here put a field on top. x x reuse

Added green space in a Carlin Springs



Buck: Allows for future development that fits the zoning 

ordinance,  GLUP and NCP for residential uses while meeting 

immediate needs temporarily. x

Adding busses raises the traffic concerns for Carlin Springs road 

that is already overloaded and dangerous. Noise and pollution from 

the buses will still effect homeowners in the area as well. x x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic

All for Carlin:

Large bus parking area. x x bus parking

All for Carlin:

Large recreation space, but only accessible from Carlin. Scenario 

A had access via 5th Road as well. Can you add access via 

Glencarlyn Park? x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag
All of these proposals seem to assume that significant investments 

would be made in order to make these parcels suitable for the what 

are billed as "short term" uses.  Yet, the investment that would be 

required would very likely mean these uses will become the long 

term uses of these properties.  JFAC and the County/APS needs to 

make a comprehensive plan to needs of the County/APS in the long 

term.  This plan should include joint uses on sites and creative 

solutions, like using awkwardly shaped parcels or space underneath 

highways to store materials.  Any comprehensive plan and any plan 

that involves significant investment of County resources should 

include a full and robust transportation analysis.  Finally, JFAC 

and the County/APS must be aware of the broader needs of the 

community, not only the needs of the County government and APS, 

and the effect of these land use decisions on the Arlington real 

estate market and indirectly on the provision of services that meet 

these needs.



The fact that JFAC is making these separate decisions, based on 

limited, immediately available opportunities is extremely 

disappointing.  The County and APS should, working with JFAC, 

develop a holistic plan to address their space needs. This plan 

should look beyond the model that Arlington currently follows for 

County- and Schools-owned land: locating individual County 

facilities on each parcel, and focusing on only serving County/APS 

needs with County/APS land, even in the short term.



The "short-term" uses proposed by JFAC seem to be planned for at 

least a decade, and likely far into the future.  The proposals 

considered by JFAC entail significant demolition and construction, x

All one has to do is take a short drive out to Loudoun County to see 

what planning and beautification can be like.  Ashburn, 

Broadlands, and Brambleton are prime examples.  One Loudoun is 

the newest community and is a wonderful example of mixed use 

buildings along with residential housing. x planning



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Any plans for property on Carlin Springs Road in South Arlington 

needs to take into account the 1) current volume of traffic (note 

when traffic counts were published – the amount of traffic between 

Glen Carlyn Rd turn onto Carlin Springs to Route 50 northbound 

was quite similar to the amount of traffic traveling on 50 eastbound 

, 2) the neighborhoods that have no other access out of their 

neighborhood other than Carlin Springs Road, 3) there are 5 

schools (2 are in Fairfax county) plus a Nursing Home/Rehab 

facility in that immediate area between 50 and Columbia Pike, 3) 

current school bus activity, pedestrians, commuter bus traffic and 

cyclists 4) inability for emergency vehicles to get through during 

peak traffic hours (many times southbound traffic from North of 50 

on Carlin Springs road backs up beyond Arlington Forest Pool 

property 5) increased coverage of land in an area with a high water 

table (there is a reason that they call it Carlin Springs!).  Please 

consider the safety of the students, residents and many visitors to 

and through the area as well as the quality of life of the local 

residents. x

APS needs to think about the Buck property in conjunction with 

the proposals at W-L.  If 600-1300 students are going to be added 

across the street, this space here necessarily should be used in 

conjunction with the W-L proposals.  E.g., more field space and/or 

instruction space, theaters, etc. and whatever else is going to be 

needed in proximity to that new population of students.  Vehicles 

should be stored elsewhere. x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Arlington Science Focus School (ASFS) is facing significant 

overcrowding, which will likely only get worse after the latest 

school board vote passing a new Enrollment and Transfer Policy.  

It is of critical importance that ASFS have sufficient space to house 

its students.  It is already unacceptable that so many students in 

Arlington (and at ASFS, specifically) attend classes in trailers.  

Insufficient classroom space and overcrowding impacts the 

desirability of Arlington as a place for families to live, and risks 

diminishing property values and county revenue over time.  None 

of the scenarios proposed provide sufficient space for ASFS to 

expand to handle the influx of new students that will occur when 

the new Options and Transfer Policy takes effect for the 2018-2019 

school year.  JFAC needs to consider using the TWO buildings on 

this site closest to Hayes Park (east of the Buck site).  One could 

hold classroom space while the other (the gymnastics center) could 

be converted to a gymnasium / multipurpose space.  These ideas 

need to be fully explored and considered. x schools

As a parent of a rising 4th Grader and a rising kindergartener, this 

scenario priorities buses over kids.  Given the recommendation of 

Dr. Murphy for the hybrid location for the 1300 HS seats, it is 

unthinkable that we would use the Buck property for anything 

other then field space.  Adding an additional 600 students on the 

Washington and Lee, will impact all of the students on that 

property if we do not prioritize the need for the common areas such 

as field space.  In addition, Carlin Springs is one of the largest 

available parcels in the county.  Given the dramatic need for school 

capacity, it is unacceptable to not take full advantage of the central 

location of this property and provide APS the much needed relief. x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

ASFS needs the two buildings on this site closest to Hayes Park 

(east side of the Buck site). One could hold classroom space while 

the other building (the gymnastics center) could be converted to 

gymnasium/multipurpose space. x

ASFS needs to expand onto the eastern portion of Buck.  The two 

eastern buildings should be used for ASFS.



A new elementary school should be planned for the western section 

of Buck



Where are the athletic fields to support W-L expansion? x schools

ASPS must be able to use the Buck site for the expansion of 

students that will occur when the new Options and Transfer Policy 

takes effect for the 2018-19 school year. ASFS must be granted 

permission to use the TWO buildings on this site closest to Hayes 

Park (east side of the Buck site).  One could hold classroom space 

while the other building (the gymnastics center) could be converted 

to gymnasium/multipurpose space.  You must consider this 

proposal so ASFS can explore these scenarios more deeply. x schools

ASPS must be able to use the Buck site for the expansion of 

students that will occur when the new Options and Transfer Policy 

takes effect for the 2018-19 school year. ASFS must be granted 

permission to use the TWO buildings on this site closest to Hayes 

Park (east side of the Buck site).  One could hold classroom space 

while the other building (the gymnastics center) could be converted 

to gymnasium/multipurpose space.  You must consider this 

proposal so ASFS can explore these scenarios more deeply. x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

At Buck Property, Not clear what all the police and fire and EMS 

operations would entail, but citing directly adjacent to Hayes Park 

seems inconsistent with goals of public green space. No APS use at 

Buck, when W-L field space or other APS building opportunities 

are needed. Questionable choice of placing a police impound lot 

directly across from school property. At Carlin Springs site, No 

APS use, and fields atop bus parking are undefined for use, and in 

the long-term, making the suggestion meaningless.  If site it to be 

used for parking in short term until APS can build, then it should 

be done less expensively than building an underground facility. x

At Buck Property, Not clear what all the police and fire and EMS 

operations would entail, but citing directly adjacent to Haynes Park 

seems incongruent with goals of public green space. No APS use at 

Buck, when W-L field space or other APS building opportunities 

are needed. Questionable choice of placing a police impound lot 

directly across from school property. At Carlin Springs site, No 

APS use, and fields atop bus parking are undefined for use, and in 

the long-term, making the suggestion meaningless. x

At Carlin springs if you can build fields on top of a parking 

structure true, what else could be there? 



As with other scenarios for the Buck site, there is a substantial 

increase in vehicular traffic with the location of so many storage 

facilities here, and that is unsafe given the existing traffic issues on 

Quincy St. x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

At least this scenario for the Buck property has more open space.  

But Arlington needs schools, not more parks.  We have plenty of 

parks.  At least this has no bus parking, but the police impound lot 

is quite offensive for prime North Arlington real estate.  I 

understand the need to park county vehicles, but not in the heart of 

our county.  There should be designated commercial real estate 

areas for that now. x

Buck - Get rid of the impound lot with something more appropriate 

for the neighborhood and it would seem better. x land use

Buck - Having the police impound lot so close to Quincy Street 

creates an unnecessary eyesore in a residential neighborhood.  No 

objection if placed towards the rear of the lot where it will not be 

visible. x

BUCK - the addition of "Passive/Recreation Open Space." x

Buck E:  I support the position of the Science Focus PTA. x x schools

Buck E:  Nice to have some green space/parkland there.  

Otherwise, None. x

Buck property - The recreaction space needs to be larger and at the 

front of the property. x

Buck property: (i) includes expansion of Hayes park







Carlin Springs property: (i) strongly support maximizing creation 

of new active and passive recreation areas and placing field atop 

bus parking but reiterate concern re impact of bus parking on 

Carlin Springs existing and growing traffic problems x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Buck property: (i) need to explain why two existing buildings are 

not being repurposed and instead limited capital is being expended 

on two new buildings; (ii) doesn't include buffer for 

neighborhood





Carlin Springs property: same concern as previously stated about 

bus parking on this site with serious traffic problems on Carlin 

Springs unless no net increase in traffic generation/problems x reuse

Buck: new construction x x land use

BUCK:

- The proposed uses for this prime piece of real estate are 

ludicrous, particularly given the expensive $30 million price tag. 

- This scenario requires the cost of two new buildings, thereby 

precluding future use for more favorable needs.  

- A Police Impound Lot in a residential neighborhood is completely 

inappropriate - causing safety issues, lighting issues, and noise 

during the night given the 24/7 accessibility. 

- Concerns surround the Police Mobile Equipment/Emergency 

Vehicles as well as the Fire Logistics/Reserve Vehicles - what are 

the times of use?  Frequency of use?  Does this raise increased 

safety concerns for neighbors? x x costs

Bus parking is a bad idea. Carlin springs road is a small congested 

road that can not handle a lot of bus traffic.  Also this property 

needs to enhance the surrounding neighborhoods, not make the 

area look more industrial with  bus parking.  The surrounding 

neighborhoods have a lot of low income families which should be 

uplifted with beneficial community resources... not a county wide 

bus staging area. x bus parking



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Bus parking should be considered in a bordering county.



Office of EM can be in housed in a vertical building or smaller lot.  

Has the county considered vacant corporate buildings or the Lee 

Hwy sites that are proposed in the VHC land swap?



The Buck site should include fields and green space.  W&amp;L is 

expanding and the Lee Hwy corridor will need 2 new elementary 

schools in less than 10 years.  We will also need a new 

comprehensive high school in the next 15 years and the CS site 

should be considered. x

Carlin Springs is OK if you put the buses under a field.  Then it's 

pretty good, except for the intense bus traffic. x

Carlin Springs option is the best here of all.  Most green space. x

Combining the parking underneath greenspace seems to make the 

most efficient use out of the land. x

Does not address the expansion and flexibility needs of Arlington 

Science Focus Elementary school which requires additional space 

to cope with growing enrollment and the effects of the new 

enrollment and transfers policy. x

Does not include option to move Kenmore Middle School to this 

location. Presentation does not appear to include the need for a 

new comprehensive high school among the County's 10-year needs.  

Instead, it appears that the only needs identified are construction of 

one new elementary school (when the need will likely be 3-4 more 

plus at least one more middle school in addition to Stratford), 

expansion of the Career Center, and addition of 1300 seats (which 

is merely a stopgap measure that will not be sufficient much 

beyond the date these seats become available). If that is correct, 

this is a major flaw in the process. x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Does not include school use. x

Doesn't seem to address needs of county purchase, which we were 

told was parking. Also does bot address need for permanent 

building for ASFS expansion. x land use

Finally, someone thought of doing something useful on top of 

parking.  But this leaves a huge site massively underutilized.  Put a 

school here, on top of parking. Put a field at buck, on top of 

parking. x

For the Buck Property Scenario, the only reason I like this one less 

than scenario C is the cost of constructing new buildings. x costs

future flexibility x

Given the space challenges currently facing Arlington Science 

Focus School (ASFS), it would be a shame not to accommodate 

this growth in a space with only a public park separating the school 

and the available lot.  ASFS is currently busting out at the seams, 

filling trailers, and has lost playground space to the growth. ASFS 

is proposed to be a neighborhood school, which could expand the 

number of eligible children, currently limited by lottery. Given this 

opportunity, ASFS expansion needs should be taken into account 

before the scenarios are developed.



I am not certain that a police impound lot is appropriate in between 

two schools. x

Great to layout longerm possibilities in Carlin.  For buck best 

connection to Hayes Park x

Green x

I think we should not give up as much green space in Carlin as this 

does. While green space is important, we can get better use of the 

space with only one green space area. x open space

I understand the importance of Arlington police having adequate 

facilities. x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

I would like to see the Buck Property used for a space that the 

community could use rather than for storing vehicles which could 

be located at the outskirts of the county. The Carlin Springs 

property is needed for APS -- it is one of the only large spaces left 

and the system is getting bigger. x

Impound lot safety, light, noise. x land use

In Buck buildings wouldn block future decking over.   Could be 

placed in south side x x I-66 decking



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Let me first note that this "Scenario Feedback Form" is almost 

indecipherable to someone not versed on the details of county 

planning.  This is typical of "the Arlington Way":  Seek input from 

the community but do it in such a way that only activists can 

participate.  This is an ongoing disappointment. That said,  I will 

cut to the bottom line and repost this in the "Challenges" section of 

each of the scenarios.  



Arlington Science Focus School (ASFS) is facing significant 

overcrowding, which will only get worse after the latest school 

board vote passing a new Enrollment and Transfer Policy.  It is of 

critical importance that ASFS have sufficient space to house its 

students.  It is already unacceptable that so many students in 

Arlington (and at ASFS, specifically) attend classes in trailers.  

Insufficient classroom space and overcrowding impacts the 

desirability of Arlington as a place for families to live, and risks 

diminishing property values and county revenue over time.  None 

of the scenarios proposed provide sufficient space for ASFS to 

expand to handle the influx of new students that will occur when 

the new Options and Transfer Policy takes effect for the 2018-2019 

school year.  JFAC needs to consider using the TWO buildings on 

this site closest to Hayes Park (east of the Buck site).  One could 

hold classroom space while the other (the gymnastics center) could 

be converted to a gymnasium / multipurpose space.  



It should not be lost on you that the ASFS community is both vocal 

and sophisticated.  Local politicians who ignore its demands do so 

at their peril.  Do not test us on this point. x



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

My children attend Arlington Science Focus School (ASFS), which 

is on a nearly-adjoining lot to the Buck site.  ASFS is seriously 

overburdened, in terms of space and facilities,  and I understand 

that that will become worse with the transition to being considered 

a neighborhood school.  The Buck site already has buildings that 

would be very useful to Arlington Public Schools (APS) in dealing 

with their ever-worse capacity problems.  I would like to see at 

least a part of the Buck site put to use in alleviating  the APS 

capacity problems and improving my children's educational 

experience. x schools

Need two eastern buildings at Buck for APS and field space for 

APS.

Absolutely do not / cannot open 15th St or Nelson St to traffic.

While police vehicle storage maybe acceptable for short-term uses 

at Buck, an impound lot is not.  The hours of use, noise, and 

intensity of use, and presence of dilapidated vehicles make an 

impound lot completely unacceptable

Why is there so much passive space at Carlin Springs and nothing 

at Buck?

Do not spend money to construct a new emergency management 

building.  Combine with other County needs.  Build on top of Fire 

Station 8.

What a waste of an awesome piece of property.  I really expected 

more thoughtful consideration.

Start over! Go back to the drawing board.

Not consistent with neighborhood.  Not consistent with GLUP.  

Not consistent with NCP.

I pity the JFAC members who have their names associated with 

these proposals--can any member actually say they would accept 

these if they lived anywhere in proximity to these sites? x x x schools



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

New buildings for vehicles where we need schools and fields?  

Passive green space?  No fields? x

No - The Buck property must be used for Arlington Public Schools.  

It is centrally located exactly where there is a shortage of school 

seats at both the elementary and high school level.  There is no 

APS elementary school between here and Rosslyn, and yet that is 

the fastest growing area with the most families coming in. The 

county has just adopted changes that will make Science Focus the 

MOST overcrowded elementary school in the county, and it has the 

SMALLEST physical footprint to work with.  The Buck lot must 

be used to expand Science Focus.  It also makes not sense to use 

this lot for vehicle parking when it sits between two schools (ASFS 

and W/L) and adjacent to a very active park for small children.  

Please use this property to expand our schools. x

No APS swing space at Buck x schools

No space for school expansion (ASFS). x

No Strengths x

No Strengths x

NONE x

none. x

None-no strengths x

None-no strengths xx

Of the 5 Buck Property options, in order of preference I would rank 

this one second.  I like that the vehicles stored in this scenario are 

emergency or reserve vehicles, thus they are not vehicles that will 

be used on a daily basis, and will hopefully not add to the traffic 

problem on Quincy Street. x x parking

Open space is nicebit I thought whole purpose was necessity of 

space to park county vehicles? Also school space for ASFS critical 

for Buck property. x x open space



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Please consider including the needs of Arlington Science Focus 

School in this scenario for the Buck Property - it would greatly 

benefit ASFS to have the ability to expand the school as we add 

more kids from Key over the coming years.  Thank you! x x schools

Recreation space would be a nice addition to the overly crowded 

area.  There are numerous apartments in the area. These residents 

need space for kids to play and have family gatherings. x open space

Scenario E appears too expensive for short-term use given the cost 

of demolishing and rebuilding two new buildings. x costs

Scenario E Strengths x

Second best scenario after C

* Looks like less traffic at Buck than for other scenarios, so 

comparatively better for safety at W-L and neighborhood.

* Fewer neighborhood impacts overall

* Expanding Hayes Park responds to current and future growth in 

demand for this amenity.

* If this scenario envisions moving APS bus parking to Fairfax 

County, that may be a more desirable way to handle it both for 

community and economic impacts. This should be considered for 

other scenarios as well. x land use

See scenario A x

So much activity related to emergency police vehicles would be a 

challenge for the neighborhood, especially so close to W-L high 

school. x land use

Still will be traffic issues with all the buses in and out every day. x

neighborhoo

d impact-

traffic



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

The Buck and Carlin Springs site uses could be addressed on 

several separate/individual, smaller sites (like the Lee Highway 

sites for the Emergency Management or the Fire Logistics, for 

example)  that could be much more easily acquired by the county. 

There is a huge need for new schools in Arlington, and very little 

available land of sufficient size to build schools on. There are 

opportunities with these two sites to address the need for new 

schools, and these large sites are being very poorly used in these 

scenarios to address those needs. x land use

The Buck property is kept as a whole unit (not sold to Arcland). x x land swap



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

These scenarios do not adequately consider the needs of the school 

system. We have a desperate and immediate need for more schools 

and fields for those schools (both of which uses would also provide 

huge benefits to the community at large). I like that these options 

meet vehicle storage needs for the county, but I suggest the 

following: 1) at Buck, build a roof on the open air vehicle storage 

area (which looks like many acres) and put a field on top for school 

(and, secondarily, County) use. Don't leave the space chopped up 

with so many buildings scattered throughout it.  APS is about to 

approve a 700-1300 seat new high school across the street - give 

them a field!  2) at Carlin Springs, put fields over the vehicle 

storage and the build a permanent middle school on the rest of the 

property. The County is going to need another middle school in 

this area very soon. You are supposed to be "J"FAC - JOINT. You 

must be aware of the school capacity crisis and upcoming needs. 

The School Board has requested use of these properties - why 

aren't you providing any permanent school buildings in ANY of 

your options. You are letting this entire county down.  I am 

particularly upset that the VHC proposal involves tearing down a 

preschool building (one which my own children attended), and thus 

results in a loss of school seats for the county. x x co-location



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

This large space sits right in between two public schools - 

Washington-Lee and Arlington Science Focus school.  With the 

overcrowding and desperate need for space for our schools, this 

seems like it would be a very logical location to help ease the over-

capacity issues for these two schools.   Why not have W-L expand 

into the side of the Buck lot that is closest to it, and have ASFS use 

the backside that runs into Hayes Park.  



Also,  while I am a huge lover of green spaces, I feel like adding 

additional recreational/open space here would be senseless 

considering the area surrounding it has so many green spaces and 

parks already.   A passive, open space does not seem to be the top 

priority right now for this particular area. x

This solution is the least desirable.  In fact it would be the most 

detrimental to the adjacent neighborhood.  The impact of the light 

pollution from sport field lighting would be overwhelming to the 

streets and woodlands anywhere near the site.  As a person that has 

spent the last 25 years in the lighting industry and has designed 

sport field lighting layouts – I know the types of lights that would 

be needed and the overwhelming light pollution that could in no 

way be mitigated since the lights would be so high in elevation 

compared to the adjacent houses.  Shielding would be impossible. x

neighborhoo

d impact

Use buck property to expand ASFS x x schools

Where is the APS use here, other than bus parking?   No field 

space or other APS use at the Buck Property?  No consideration of 

a school on the Carlin Springs site?  Why?  With School 

populations skyrocketing, creating a critical need for space that 

APS does not have, and that the County absolutely must make it a 

high priority to provide, this is a huge flaw that must be addressed! x x schools



Scenario E Comments strengths challenges buck carlin springs tag

Why are none of these sites being considered for at least partial 

APS use - classroom space or field space. Particularly with Ed 

Center having 600-700 more seats and/or a new high school at 

Kenmore in the future and the need to relocate the middle school 

elsewhere. Buck could accommodate field space and overflow 

classrooms, cafeteria, gym space. Carlin Spribgs could 

accommodate a new middle school. Please don't sacrifice our 

students for self-storage and bus parking. APS has critical needs 

that cannot be met with its own land and cooperation with the 

county is essential for the future of our public education system in 

this county. x schools

why is there such an imbalance of green space here vs Buck?  Buck 

should be treated fairly 

every arlingtonian should be concerned if these are serious 

considerations, they completed disregarded the GLUP 



It sure is ironic that not a single person from the Cherrydale or 

Quincy Park Neighborhood was appointed among the 70-80 

applications received (including LOTS from our neighborhood)  ... 

but yet Steve Young sits proud to represent the Glencarlyn 

neighborhood ... we were told our neighborhood would be biased 

... how do the same principles not hold true.  Moreover, you have 

Rodney Turner who also live next to VHC (also with competing 

neighborhood interests) but yet no one from Cherrydale or Quincy 

Park neighborhood were selected ... doesn't pass the sniff test.  

Whose interests are really driving this Commission? x open space

You seemed to try to get some green space at Buck here - but a 

parking lot off of 15th?  NO!  and even if it was supported 

someone forgot to do their homework here, there is a convenient 

that prevents this very thing. x x open space
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